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Build Your Agency’s  
Next Breakthrough
Accelerate innovation with  
help from Dell Technologies. 

Of the $100 billion the federal 
government spends on IT, 80% 
goes toward maintaining existing 
investments, including legacy systems. 
That leaves little for innovation and 
new development, both of which are 
vital to modernization efforts.1

Dell Technologies is a trusted partner 
to our nation's government agencies 
and the U.S. Department of Defense. 
We bring together the expertise 
and end‑to‑end intelligent solutions 
to help you simply, securely and 
responsibly innovate and collaborate 
to deliver data‑driven breakthrough 
experiences for your customers and 
your workforce, no matter where the 
mission takes them. 

80%  
of government  
IT spend goes  
to maintaining  
legacy systems.1

1  United States Government Accountability Office, 
Agencies Need to Develop and Implement 
Modernization Plans for Critical Legacy Systems, 
April 2021.

Discover your next big breakthrough with a broad range of solutions and services  
from Dell Technologies that simplify multi‑cloud experiences, enable the future  
of work, and allow you to innovate with data anywhere.

Increase your agency’s agility with multi‑cloud  
on your terms.

Federal agencies are moving quickly toward multi‑cloud environments to store 
and run data and applications anywhere, from the office to the front lines. 
Harness a simple cloud experience that runs efficiently, scales and keeps pace 
with federal demands. Take advantage of dynamic as‑a‑Service experiences  
to align the technology to the mission.

Embrace the future of work — driving experiences 
that are smarter, faster and more secure.

The hybrid workforce is here, and it's critical they be able to access the data 
they need securely. Enable your teams with intelligent devices at the edge  
and collaborative user experiences, and ensure continuity of operations with  
a modern IT environment.

Innovate with data anywhere.

Turn mountains of data into mountains of intelligence by moving compute 
functions to the edge. Increasingly complex technological systems are required 
to digest and analyze massive amounts of data on‑premises and at the edge. 
Dell Technologies can help federal customers innovate with data anywhere  
it exists. 
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Fortify your agency with modern security.

Distributed data, hybrid work models, multi‑cloud environments and 
as‑a‑Service sourcing are changing almost everything we know about 
cybersecurity. Fortify security with a layered approach that meets zero‑trust 
mandates, protects data and systems and reduces the impact of cyberattacks.  
Dell Technologies solutions enhance cyber resiliency and scale in the face  
of increasing security complexity.

Arm your department with added protection.

• Dell trusted devices
• Dell PowerProtect offerings
• Dell Supply Chain Security
• Dell Incident Response and Recovery
• Dell automated security apps

Did you know?
The U.S. Postal Service 
uses AI to cut the time 
required to track down 
missing packages 
from several days to 
a few hours — and is 
exploring 30 other use 
cases for AI.2

2  Federal News Network, USPS gets ahead 
of missing packages with AI edge computing, 
May 2021.

Drive progress with Dell Technologies.

At Dell Technologies, we never stop pushing for better. We’re always working to innovate, 
improve and advance because progress happens when you relentlessly push through every 
challenge. We bring this resolve to federal organizations, helping you serve your constituents and 
employees in amazing new ways. Our end‑to‑end solutions, world‑class services and relentless 
spirit help to prepare your agency for today’s top‑of‑mind issues and tomorrow’s unknowns.

For more information

Discover how Dell Technologies can modernize your infrastructure and advance your federal 
initiatives. Visit us at Dell.com/Federal, email DellFederalSales@federal.dell.com or call us at 
855‑860‑9606 to learn more.
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